
My Love for LAVENDER // Laneige Beauty Roadshow

Description

Korean skincare has been so hyped up but I'm always wary because my skin is just so sensitive and
prone to breakouts. My skin reacts really badly to a lot of chemical ingredients, so given how most
Korean labels don't print their ingredients list in English, it is quite hard for me!
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Had some time after I was done with lunch today so I decided to stop by the Laneige roadshow at Ion
Orchard!

I've been a huge fan of their lipsticks for the longest time, especially their two-tone lipsticks made
famous by Song Hye Kyo. After consecutive days of Colourpop matte lippies, my lips get super dry and
I've been using the Lip Sleeping Mask at night to counter it. I like that it doesn't leave any residue on
my pillow, which drives me crazy otherwise. #dayreskincare

The 20g mask I bought last year still has so much left! Is it even possible to finish it lol.

? Disclaimer: just wanted to clarify that I wasn't sponsored or invited to attend and write about their
roadshow. Went down on my own accord on their last day! ? ?

I love the small good night kit sample!? The packaging is mad pretty. Look at those little tubs!

Just look at this!!! ??
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Met a fellow Dayrean there! She was in charge of the first station (scents) and was so cute when she
asked if I was SG Budget Babe ? I was caught unaware and forgot to ask her what's her username!
Gah.

At the spinning wheel, I actually won another 2-pcs trial kit instead, but after reading the ingredient list I
saw that the emulsion contained stuff unsuitable for my skin type and walked back to give my kit to the
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Dayrean! If she works there then she must love Laneige too right #logic lol

But she refused to accept it and offered to swop for something else instead! THANK YOU! Initially I
thought I'll get like some lousy freebie in exchange but she gave me the Good Night Kit?!? OMG thank
you babe ?

Now I can try the Lavender mask, hooray!
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The freebies I got plus my original Laneige stuff bought last year. See my gorgeous two-tone lippies? ?
I still prefer them over Colourpop, although CP's staying power is unbeatable.

I really wanna buy the stock of Amore Pacific leh but the analysis is super confusing. I don't
understand the huge volatility in price, or is that just the Korean stock market in general? And why no
investor relations meeting held in Singapore? ?

Lavender ???

I love lavender anything! Fav tea also lavender Earl Grey! Had lavender marcarons just last week too
and they were so delish? And have you guys ever tasted LAVENDER ICE CREAM cos it is the bomb!!
I had it in the US ? and lavender jam too!!! #dayrefatties

My fav cleanser is…(wait for it) Blended's Royal Lavender Cleanser ?

So I really wanted to try Laneige's lavender sleeping mask! That was my main motivation for going
down actually lololol.
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SEE MY LAVENDER (Earl Grey) CAKE WITH LAVENDER (and rose) marcaron!! ??

Just collected this for my MIL! She really is a superwoman who inspires me in so many ways.
Domestic goddess, cooking goddess, cleaning goddess, super skinny for her age goddness and
everything also goddess la!!!

(I actually bought the marcarons and added it to the cake myself cos I thought it was too plain lol.)
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LAVENDER ICE CREAM.

(not my photo I koped from Google but this was exactly what I ate)
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Swatch! Cos just nice I'm wearing out tonight lol #letstalkmakeup
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